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Summary 

In recent tests, quadcopter unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have shown potential as a 

wildlife management tool  for moving elephants away from communities, and out of crop 

farms, ultimately reducing human-elephant conflict and creating safer conditions for 

managers in the field.  Field trials and training sessions were conducted with 27 rangers, 

game officers, and game scouts at Ikorongo Grumeti Reserve, in the greater Serengeti 

Ecosystem in Tanzania, from January 27-31, 2016. Using two models of the DJI Phantom 

UAVs (Phantom 2 and Phantom 3), these wildlife managers were trained in the use of 

UAVs as a tool to help them achieve their goals. 

 

Wildlife managers were trained as pilots, gaining further familiarity with the aircraft, 

covering pre-flight, flight, post-flight, and maintenance operations, with an emphasis on 

safety. None of the rangers present had operated a UAV before, so we first worked on 

building basic skills, before moving on to ‘herding’ manoeuvres,  deployment from a 

moving vehicle, chilli-powder deployment from the UAVs, and night-flights using light 

from attached torches.  Because of the size of the group, we broke into six teams and 

used short team training sessions combined with competitions between groups to quickly 

build their basic flight skills. Overall, they came away with the knowledge of how to 

humanely and safely use this tool to support their missions.  

 

The workshop was led by Marc Goss and there were six total trainers: Marc Goss (MEP), 

Dickson Njapit (MEP), Steven Ekeno (MEP), Trey Fehsenfield (MEP), Said Hewas 

(Wildlife Division – Babati), Joseph Mpuki (Burunge WMA) and Nathan Hahn (BWS). 

Supporting trainers included Dean Polly (Aerial Vision Africa), who led the observers 

group and also filmed the training, and Jonathan Konuche who instructed the groups on 

maintenance and data collection.  

 

The course was designed to get the rangers to think like pilots; that is, being responsible 

for the aircraft, defining the mission objectives, and basic strategy and tactics for moving 

elephants during the day and night. With a ratio of 4 rangers per trainer, we were able to 

give each ranger time to become familiar with the UAV and how to fly it, and the two 

rangers from the Tarangire team, Said and Joseph, performed well as trainers.   



   

Field Trials with Elephants  

One flight session was conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of the UAVs and also 

as a way to show the manoeuvres required for moving elephants safely. The flights were 

performed within the Ikona WMA and Grumeti Reserve. The test was successfully 

conducted on a group of over 30 elephants, and wildlife managers and officials from 

TAWIRI, TANAPA and Wildlife Division were present to observe the response of 

elephants. These flights once again demonstrated the potential utility of the UAVs for 

managing Human-Elephant-Conflict (HEC).  

 

Flights with elephants should be recorded and shown to the rangers. Film review can help 

explain concepts by breaking down specific scenarios and techniques. We did not have 

the equipment to do this during the training, but a pocket projector would be a good 

investment for future workshops.   

Data Collection  

Data sheets to capture elephant behavioural responses in the presence of UAVs were 

distributed during training. These sheets are intended to help collect information about 

each flight and are used to determine the overall effectiveness of the UAVs with 

elephants over time. A short communication is currently being prepared based on the data 

from over 60 recorded flights since September 2014. We are now waiting for a minimum 

of 10 flights in the Serengeti region before publishing.  

 

Trainees from Ikongoro Grumeti Reserve, Franfurt Zoological Society, Ikona Wildlife 

Management Area (WMA), Ngorogoro Conservation Area Authority, Serengeti National 

Park, Bunda Anti-Poaching Unit, Serengeti District Council, Bariadi District Council, and 

Bunda District Council were in attendance. There were 27 trainees in total.  



  

Following discussions with rangers on the best protocol for filling in data sheets, it was 

decided that having a pre-determined person responsible for filling out the data sheet 

would be the most effective way to make sure that data is captured accurately. This 

means a minimum of four people are required for a UAV-HEC response team: pilot, co-

pilot, driver and data collector.  

 

We also trialled a new data collection method using the smart phone-based application 

CyberTracker, which digitizes the data sheets and gives us GPS location information on 

each elephant encounter, and also how much area the rangers cover while on patrol with 

the UAVs. The application was successful in tracking the patrol paths and quickly 

capturing datapoints while encountering farmers and wildlife. Some bugs were found 

during this field test, which will need to be removed before deploying it with the UAV 

teams. We will also have to set up an online server to automatically download and 

backup the data. We aim to have this data collection system ready for use by May 2016, 

when raiding will begin to peak again due to the maize crop ripening.  

 

Marc Goss flies during a field trial with elephants. The screen can be hard to see during the flight, so a 

film review post-flight is an opportunity to break down and explain the important concepts for moving 

elephants safely. 

A still taken from the UAV during the field trials, as the UAV moves to flank a herd and keep them 

together. At one point during the flight, the single UAV was used to move over 30 elephants.  



Lessons Learned & Improvements for the Future 

While a vast improvement on previous trainings (in terms of organization and 

effectiveness) there were several key lessons learned and suggestions for future 

improvements: 

 Low levels of crop raiding prevented us from flying at night with elephants. The 

rangers were also unable to fly with elephants during the last training for similar 

reasons. For future workshops, timing of the crop raiding season should be 

considered when planning the training dates, especially for advanced courses 

where pilots should be ready to fly with elephants.  

 Groups were immediately split into teams of 4-6, led by a trainer and designated 

team leader. This gave rangers more one-on-one time with a trainer, and we were 

able to make the training competition-based, with a scoring system and various 

competitions that quickly built skills such as quick take-offs and landings, FPV 

flying, and elephant herding manoeuvres. Activities like time trails can build 

skills, and gives trainers an opportunity to explain what a particular pilot did well 

or where he could improve to the entire group.  

 Battery charging was a chokepoint in the training process, and kept us from flying 

for long periods of time. Extra battery chargers or multi-chargers should be used 

in other trainings to decrease battery charging time.  

 Because there was no power source at the facility, we purchased a small generator 

exclusively for battery charging. This was an improvement over previous 

trainings where power was intermittent.   

Specific Drills  

The extended length of the training allowed participants to focus on the link between the 

maneuvers during practice sessions, and how this can be applied to move elephants 

effectively and safely. Flying skills, such as the quick stop and fast lateral sweeps, are 

essential to master in order to move elephants safely and efficiently. Several drills were 

employed in which rangers simulated elephants – in either a group or single – and the 

pilot were expected to move them in a certain direction.  

 Basic flight: take off, fly to a point and come back, land 

 Basic flight: take off, fly a box, land 

 Basic flight: take off, fly a circle (yaw), land 

 Basic flight: time trials to encourage faster flight and quicker reactions. 

Competitions are easy within a team, or between teams, by timing the flight from 

take off to landing and competing for the lowest times.  

 Advanced flight: FPV circuit and obstacle course. Create a circuit that can be 

flown in under 2 minutes to practice FPV flying.  

 Advanced flight: Flying from a moving vehicle. This forces the pilot to go 

forward and left/right at the same time. It is also practice for any non-FPV flights 

with elephants 

 Simulation: Elephant herding game. Create a large box or “field”, with a line of 

people on one end, and the pilot on the other. The people (elephants) slowly 

advance towards the pilot, and the pilot must use the UAV to keep them from 

advancing and then move them back across the line. Every time an elephant 

reaches the pilot the elephants score a point, every time all elephants are pushed 



back across the line, the pilot’s team wins a point. Game played until the battery 

dies.  

 

Subsequent training and practice sessions should be established for the rangers after the 

workshop so that they can continue to build their pilot skills. Working with a particularly 

proficient group of ranger-pilots who can continue to train the others is an optimal 

approach. The larger group can still continue to practice, but separating out the best flyers 

for more intensive practice can give them more time with the UAVs and more detailed 

instruction from the trainers.  

Chili Best Practices 

We did one demonstration of chili deployment. We also covered best practices for 

interacting with elephants – elephants should never be touched or injured by the UAVs; 

one should always avoid harassing young elephants, especially dropping chili powder 

near them, as distressed young elephants may make mother elephants act defensively, 

either creating chaos or attacking – both actions that do not help herding elephants in a 

particular direction – and creating a dangerous situation; matriarch and mother elephants 

may be good to target appropriately to get the herds to move out in an organized way; a 

rapid, pronounced, and sustained (one cannot let off) ‘harassment’ seems to be important 

to move elephants effectively; after elephants associate UAVs with chilies, and if they 

move with just UAVs about, the use of chili should be curtailed as a humane best practice. 

 

Identifying Ace Pilots – Rangers Training Rangers 

For this training we used two MEP rangers and two Tarangire rangers as trainers, making 

up the majority of the trainers. It is important to identify the most skilled pilots, whether 

during the training or after a field season, and use them to train others.  

Training UAVs 

The UAVs at the training handled crashes well, and all were still functioning at the end; 

however, damage to UAVs during training could be minimized in the future by having 

cheaper ‘training drones’, and avoid leaving groups with a damaged drone and shorter 

lifespan. For this training, the Phantom 2 (no camera) were the best model for this type of 

UAV, and cost only $800 for a full kit (Case, 3 extra batteries and extra props). Their 

minimal outside moving parts make them particularly good at remaining in the air after 

multiple crashes. However, there must still be an adequate supply of FPV-enabled drones 

(P3s) to teach the FPV courses.  



 

Maintenance Considerations 

A short overview of common maintenance issues was conducted by Jonathan Konuche. It 

covered the replacement of basic parts, such as propellers and landing gears, knowing 

when to discard damaged batteries, and troubleshooting the camera app for the Phantom 

3. However, we decided to withhold a more advanced training session until a second field 

visit. More advanced maintenance involves troubleshooting using a computer, and 

replacing parts within the UAV that requires soldering.   

 

DJI has also recently announced an insurance policy plan to cover damages over 6 month 

and 2 year periods for the Phantom 3 line of UAVs. Any training drones should explore 

these plans, given that damage usually occurs the body of the Phantom. More is expected 

to be released soon.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

UAV Flight Profiles 

The Phantom 2 (no camera) model carries a longer battery life than the Phantom 1. 

However, the battery is limited to 300 cycles, and runs at ~140 USD, compared to ~25 

USD for the older TX60 batteries for the FC40. Our old assumption that maneuverability 

is the most important specification was somewhat disproven, as elephants have been 

shown to move even when the drone is at a distance. Given this, slight differences in 

manoeuvrability are not as important as previously thought - elephants have been 

successfully herded with the newest versions of the Phantom vision.  

 

The Phantom 3 Advanced and Professional models are the most advanced UAVs DJI 

offers. They have similar flight times as the Phantom 2, but have more manoeuvrability 

and the Lightbridge technology streams video from up to 3km away with minimal 

interruption. CAUTION: Signal can be interrupted by flying two or more Phantom 3’s in 

close proximity to each other.  

Safety Considerations 

No injuries to people or elephants were sustained in this training. The trainers spent 

considerable time teaching safety protocols and airspace guidelines to the rangers, 

including assessing the flight situation prior to takeoff, landing if aircrafts are heard or 

seen, landing if birds of prey are interacting with the UAV, avoiding obstacles and people, 

keeping the UAV in-between people and elephants, and not harassing young elephants.  

 

It is very important to ensure that the pilots have sufficient skill to continuously herd the 

elephants away from the operator and other people. Their herding skills must be such 

that they maintain pressure, at close distance to keep up the motivation and action of the 

elephants to move away from the vehicles, people, communities, and farms. Poor piloting 

skills, interruption in herding pressure, or other actions that may lead to elephants turning 

back or towards people, can result in injury or death from aggravated and frightened 

elephants.  

We have found that many repairs can be done on-site. Even for advanced repairs such as 

soldering, many villages have at least one person with the tools to make the repair. Here, a 

UAV is repaired in a small electronics hut  



Airspace Guidelines 

The Tanzanian Civil Aviation Authority representative said that as long as operations 

were under about 100 feet (33 m) and if pilots always landed the UAV if airplanes or 

other aircraft were seen, heard, or suspected of being in operation nearby, then use of 

UAVs for HEC mitigation was not an aviation concern at this point. Pilots have no need 

to ever go above 100 ft and should be trained to avoid this action. Rangers should also 

alert local airstrips and operators of their use of UAVs and their safety protocols. For 

example, an ultralight for wildlife surveys was in operation at an airstrip near the training 

site at Tarangire and they should be informed of UAV mitigation and training activity. 

 

Further Training is Essential for Success 

It was requested by the Serengeti DGO to have further trainings occur in the near future. 

It was agreed that Jonathan would return to the Serengeti in February to continue working 

with the individual groups of rangers for one month.  One goal of this field visit is to 

establish Jonathan as the liaison between the rangers in the field, the District Game 

Officers and other officials, and RESOLVE. This communication is essential to make 

sure the UAVs can be accessed quickly and easily, and that the UAVs are well 

maintained and remain functioning.  

 

Placement and Management of the UAVs 

It was agreed by TAWIRI, Wildlife Division, and RESOLVE that the UAVs would 

remain in the field following the completion of the training. UAVs were distributed to 4 

locations 

 

 

Location UAV 
Ikongoro Grumeti Reserve Phantom 3 Advanced + tablet 
Serengeti District Council Phantom 2 
Ikona Wildlife Management Area Phantom 2 
Bunda District Council Phantom 2 
Tanzania Wildlife Research Institute (to be 
given to Serengeti – TANAPA) 

Phantom 3 Advanced 

 

All UAVs and their distribution will be overseen by Nolasco Ngoe, Manager, Ikorongo 

Grumeti Reserve. Jonathan will become the point person for communication between the 

DGO, TAWIRI, and BWS and will providing updates to Dr. Julius Keyyu and Dr. 

Angela Mwakatobe of TAWIRI on data collection and the progression of the project. 

This communication is essential to make sure the UAVs can be accessed quickly and 

easily, and that the UAVs are well maintained and remain functioning.  

 

 

  

 

 

 



Appendix I 

Participants of UAV training Ikorongo Grumeti Reserve 27
th

 to 30
th

 January, 2016 

S/no Full Name Institute Tel No e-mail 

1 Dean Polley Aerial Vision Africa 27731855959 dean@aerialvisionafrica.com 

2 Daniel Lukumh APU Bunda 255753354398 Lukumai.daniel@yahoo.com 

3 Abraham Eustace APU Bunda 255753458699 Abrah15@gmail.com 

4 Omary Mohamed APU Mwanza 255754533618   

5 Hilary G. Lymo APU-Bunda 255766433346 Hilarylymo53@yahoo.com 

6 Said Hewasi Babati DC 255788231911   

7 Tegemea Exaudi Bariadi DC 255683253846 exauditegemeaeli@gmail.com 

8 Frank Matembo Bunda DC 255758980533   

9 Marwa Kitende Bunda DC 255784616646 mkitende7@yahoo.com 

10 Herry Christopher Bunda-DC 255754476079 hchristopherza@yahoo.com 

11 Joseph Mpuki Burunge WMA 255787483168   

12 David Olson BWS-RESOLVE 254729531063 Conservationearth@live.com 

13 Nathan Hahn BWS-RESOLVE 72029626204 nhahn@resolv.org 

14 Lori Price BWS-RESOLVE 72029216820 LoriPRICE@MAC.COM 

15 Jonathan Konuche BWS-RESOLVE 254720484346 jonathankonuche@gmail.com 

16 Alex Chang’a BWS-RESOLVE  255754742069 Alexchanga12@gmail.com 

17 Masegeri Rurai FZS 255784449896 Masegeri.rurai@fzs.org 

18 Abubakari Munna FZS 255788391100 amabmunna@gmail.com 

19 
Munelero 

Kanyangemu 
GIZ 255686175182 Munezero.kanyangemu@giz.de 

20 Moremi Mrigo Grumeti Fund 255787488301 Moremimringo66@gmail.com 

21 Michael Joseph  Grumeti Fund 255757656318   

22 Ami H. Seki Grumeti Fund 255787295256 amis@grumetifund.org 

23 Mrigo Chama IKONA 255787908255   

24 Hamis Kitena IKONA WMA 255765401757 hashimkitena@yahoo.com 

25 Maro Makuru IKONA WMA 255785881033   

26 Mtoni Wilbert IKONA WMA 255787950362   

27 Kirari Ernest IKONA WMA 255789217883   

28 Jacob Matatala Ikorongo 255753863901 Jaratatala88@gmail.com 

29 Rainely Mbawala Ikorongo Reserve 255756606024 mbawalarainely@yahoo.com 

30 Dickson Mrema Ikorongo Reserve 255783100102 Dx88tz@yahoo.com 

31 Antony Mamboleo Ikorongo Rserve 255758440822 anthonymamboleo@gmail.com 

32 George Osuri KWS 254722580705 osurig@kws.go.ke 

mailto:nhahn@resolv.org


33 Mark Goss MEP     

34 Trey Fehsenfeld MEP     

35 Steven Ekeno MEP 254707906141   

36 Dickson Seleno MEP 254718969960   

37 Kado Ambroce Ngorongoro 255767358488 Kadombay@gmail.com 

38 Ismail Omary Ngorongoro 255756778220   

39 Elvis Paul Ngorongoro 255754581121   

40 Vicent Samson Serengeti DC 255753071795 Sirvicent88@gmail.com 

41 Cathbert Boma Serengeti DC 255767870381 Boma66@gmail.com 

42 Deokari Mtaita Serengeti DC 255754456270 emildeokari@yahoo.com 

43 Antony Msum TANAPA 255002904   

44 Daudi E. Daudi TANAPA 255762759614   

45 Manufredy Mapunda TANAPA 255754851804   

46 Inyasi Lejora TANAPA 255754838700 ilejora@yahoo.com 

47 Julius Keyyu TAWIRI 255892020 Julius.keyyu@gmail.com 

48 Nolasco Ngoe 
WD- Ikorongo 
Reserve 

    

49 John Muya Wildlife Division 255787238728 muyajohn58@yahoo.com 

 

APU: Anti-Poaching Unit  

DC: District Council 

FZS: Frankfurt Zoological Society 

WD: Wildlife Division 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Appendix II 

Practice Drills 

 

Basics 

- Fly a straight line and box 

o Focus on straight flying to a point, or several points 

o No need to use the yaw, keep the UAV pointed forward and use the right 

stick to navigate and change direction 

- Fly a circle 

o Use yaw to slowing turn the direction of the UAV while moving forward 

so that an even circle is created 

- Quick stops 

o Fly quickly forward, and brake by pulling back on the right stick 

o This is good practice for getting into position to herd, and regaining 

position if you move too far to the side or in front of the elephants 

 

Advanced 

- FPV basic 

o Fly the basic maneuvers using only the FPV camera 

- FPV course 

o Set up a course that goes behind and inbetween trees so that it can only be 

flown safely using the FPV 

- Obstacle course 

o Set up obstacle course using natural surroundings (under and through 

branches, around trees etc.) 

o Optional use of FPV, depending on the course 

o Make this competitive – it will add some fun to a long day, and is a good 

way to get the pilots to focus  

 

Applied 

- Simulating elephants 

o Ranger stands 20m away and is instructed to move based on the position 

of the UAV – but it must be within a several meters before they start 

moving 

 Important to stress the correct altitude (10-15 meters) and distance 

to maintain from the elephants – getting too close at too low of an 

elevation can stimulate aggressive behaviour. Have the “elephant” 

ranger simulate this by grabbing out at the UAV if the drone gets 

too close.  

o Pilot must move the ranger back to a predetermined point 

 If the elephant is moved back, it’s a success 

 If the elephant ends up next to the ranger, it’s a failure, as this 

means the pilot didn’t keep the UAV in-between him and the 

elephant 

o See footage of training to see this drill in action 



- Simulating elephants (advanced) 

o Multiple rangers stand 20m away and follow the direction above 

 The group acts as a herd, and the pilot must use sweeping 

maneuvers to keep them together and move them back 

o We also tried using a second vehicle as an elephant, although this was too 

slow and didn’t work well 

 

  

 


